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BY ADAM THORNTON 

THIS month, Pfennig T. Penguin, Penny’s nerdy
German cousin, joins us. He has come all the way

from Boebligen to demonstrate the operation of Hercules, an
Open Source S/370, S/390 and zSeries emulator, and to
install Debian Linux on Hercules. Without further ado, I turn
this article over to Pfennig.

INTRODUCTION

Hallo! Pfennig T. Penguin here! Today, I will show you
how to install Hercules, get it running, set up networking, and
then install Debian for S/390. This may sound like a rather
daunting task, but it is actually not so bad.

Let us initially make sure that you have the suitable system
requirements. For Hercules, this is easy. First, you need a
machine running Linux or Windows. I will demonstrate using
a Linux PC; however, it is possible to install Hercules and get
networking going under Windows as well. This machine
should have at least 128MB of RAM so we can easily give
64MB to Hercules to use for the guest machine. The machine
should also have a network interface. We will use Hercules’s
compressed DASD features, and 500MB of free disk should
be more than sufficient to install a Debian system; it will
appear to the emulated system as though we have a 3390-1
for swap space and a 3390-3 for the file system, but we will
actually use far less space than that. You will need root
privileges, or their moral equivalent (local Administrator
rights under Windows), to get networking to work. For the
discussion of networking in this article, we will assume you
are running a Linux 2.4 kernel with the tun virtual Ethernet
driver available (most distributions include it). If you are not
familiar with these drivers, a tun driver is basically a virtual
point-to-point IP device.

The tricky part is the network requirement. You need two
spare IP addresses — one for the Debian/390 system and one

for the other end point of its virtual CTC connection to your
host. In addition, to do a network installation of Debian, your
organization needs to know that to get to those IP addresses,
the path goes through your current workstation. In general,
the easiest way to do this is to enable IP Masquerading on
your current workstation — this does presume you are
running Linux, as I do not know how to do this under
Windows — then, to the rest of the world, it appears as if
requests coming from the Hercules machine are coming from
your workstation. If you control the routing in your corner of
the network, you can dispense with masquerading entirely, of
course, and either advertise the route to the Hercules machine
via a routing protocol, or add a static route to the router that
handles your workstation’s upstream traffic.

In this example, the Linux host I am using is at
192.168.1.4. Once created, the host side of the CTC pair will
be at 192.168.9.1 and the guest side will be 192.168.10.1. I
added the static routes shown in Figure 1 to the machine at
192.168.1.1, which provides routing functions to my network.
This simply says to the router, “Anything in 192.168.9 or
192.168.10 should go through 192.168.1.4.” Any traffic on
my network will meander out to the router and will be redi-
rected to my workstation if it is destined for the 192.168.9 or
192.168.10 networks. I chose to use network rather than host
routes because, who knows, I might want to run multiple
copies of Hercules on the same host, and this way I do not
need to add additional routes if I do.

GETTING HERCULES

Hercules is an Open Source project, licensed under the
QPL (not, I hasten to add, the GPL), and is currently main-
tained by Jay Maynard. It was originally developed by Roger
Bowler, and is under constant development. The current
version at the time of writing is 2.16.5.

Linux Do-It-Yourself: Part VIII
— Installing Hercules and
Debian Linux for S/390

This month, Penny’s nerdy cousin, Pfennig, shows you how to install Hercules and then set up
a network installation of the Debian Linux distribution on it. In addition, he provides pointers

to resources allowing you to run other operating systems on Hercules.
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The central Hercules site is at http://www.conmicro.cx/hercules.
There you will find both source and binary packages for a number
of architectures. Installing the Hercules binary is covered in
http://www.conmicro.cx/hercules/hercinst.html. The only gotcha
here is that you either must run Hercules as root, or the “hercifc”
program must be setuid root, so that it has the appropriate per-
missions to change your system’s routing tables. In addition, the
configuration directory and its contents must be writeable by the
user running Hercules. One method I have used in the past is to
create a new “hercules” group in /etc/group and then to make the
Hercules binary setgid and owned by group hercules. Then, the
configuration directory is owned by the Hercules group, is group-
writeable, and has the sticky bit set so that any writes to it are
automatically done with the group ownership correctly set. You
could also simply add the user who will be running Hercules to the
hercules group.

If this seems overly complex, everything will work if you run
Hercules as root. This is more dangerous, in that being root
gives you the capacity to do horrible things to your system by
mistake, but is certainly a little easier, and may be a viable alter-
native if you are not comfortable with the Unix user and group
file permissions model.

Let’s assume that, at this point, you have Hercules installed
somewhere, and that the group permissions are set up so that
Hercules can write to its disk files and hercifc can create a network
connection. In our example, Hercules will be installed in
/usr/local/bin, and its top-level configuration directory will be
/usr/local/share/hercules.

CONFIGURING HERCULES

The first step is to create a directory for the Debian installation
and populate it with DASD images. To do this, you must issue
the commands in Figure 2. This creates a pair of compressed
DASD images, as well as a subdirectory in which the IPL tape
image will live:

hercules.cnf

Next, you should create the /usr/local/share/hercules/debian/
hercules.cnf file. Its contents are shown in Figure 3. This file is
pretty straightforward. You can set CPUSERIAL and
CPUMODEL to any values you want. I chose a 64MB main
store, which is plenty to install Debian. The system console is
accessible via TN3270 to port 3270; the HTTP panel interface is
available at port 3271. The IODELAY parameter is necessary to
avoid a missing interrupt bug in the Linux/390 DASD driver.
OSTAILOR suppresses machine check messages for common
Linux operations, and would set the IODELAY parameter if it
were not already defined.

The device statements are equally easy. The system console is at
001F — it actually will not be needed, since the HMC will func-
tion as the console, but I feel funny running a system without a
console. There are two disks at addresses 0120 and 0121. There is
a CTC pair at 0400 and 0401: The Hercules side of that will have
address 192.168.10.1, the Linux side will have address
192.168.9.1, the host device file to access it will be /dev/net/tun
(which is standard for Linux 2.4), and the netmask is 32 bits of
ones (i.e., 255.255.255.255), since a CTC is a point-to-point route.

The tape is defined at address 581, and the Tape Description File
will live in /usr/local/share/hercules/debian/tapes/debian.tdf.

Next, we save hercules.cnf and change directories into the
tapes directory.

CONFIGURING THE IPL TAPE

Now we need to pull the three files-kernel, parmfile, and initial
RAM disk-necessary for Debian installation from the Debian site.
Go to http://ftp.us.debian.org/debian/dists/stable/main/disks-s390/
current/tape/ and download initrd.debian, kernel.debian and
parmfile.debian. Your Web client probably did not block these files
to multiples of 1024 bytes, so you will want to use the code in
Figure 4 to block these files correctly.

Next, you have to create the TDF file to specify how these three
files appear on the tape. It should contain the information shown in
Figure 5. This simply states that each file is a 1K-blocked file —
which is why we used dd to reblock the files — with a tape mark
between each file. Now when Hercules starts up it will read the
TDF file, and the files in the tapes directory will appear to Hercules
to be a 3480 tape containing those three files in sequence.

Now you are finally ready to start your brand new S/390 and
see what happens. Change back to the directory containing the
hercules.cnf file you just created. Type “hercules -f ./hercules.cnf”
to start the emulator with your configuration file.

If there are errors, do not go any further. If there is a warning
that the CTC devices could not be created, you may not have the
/dev/net/tun device on your system or you may not have the
appropriate drivers. Look for tun.o somewhere under /lib/modules,
and make sure that an ls -l of /dev/net/tun shows that it is a
special file of type “c”, with major number 10 and minor number
200. If it is not, you may need to execute (as root) the following
command:

mknod /dev/net/tun c 10 200

If there is no tun.o underneath /lib/modules, you may need to install
the driver, which may require compiling the kernel module, or at
least installing it from your distribution medium. The device file is
definitely extant, as is the device driver. Therefore, if you still get
the message that your CTC is not available, you may need to issue
the following command, which will force the loading of the tun
device driver:

modprobe tun

If you receive messages that files are not accessible, make sure that
your DASD and tape files are all extant and that they have the prop-
er permissions to allow you to modify them when running
Hercules.

INSTALLING DEBIAN

Once you have resolved all the errors and Hercules starts
cleanly, it is time to IPL the Debian install tape. Simply type
“IPL 581” and away you go. The messages you are seeing appear
on the emulated HMC. If the machine hangs and is unable to load
its RAM disk, you probably did not reblock the parameter file to
1K. However, if everything is set up correctly, you will be pre-
sented with a menu asking you to select the type of your network
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device. Select option number one, the
CTC connection.

To type information at the HMC, you
must precede it with a period, so that
Hercules does not interpret it as a command
for the emulator but passes it through to the
image running inside Hercules. Therefore,
here you type “.1” and press enter.

Hercules will correctly detect your CTC
addresses, so you can take the defaults.
Press period > space > enter to pass a single
space to the HMC, so it believes you
answered the question. Do the same with
the CTC protocol number question, and
then type “.yes” to confirm that the CTC
connection is correctly detected.

Answer the hostname question with the
name of the Debian image on your network
and do not forget to put the period in front of
it; something like “.herc-debian.mycorp.com”
would work nicely (if you were at
mycorp.com, of course). In this example,
our IP address is 192.168.10.1 and the peer
is at 192.168.9.1. My nameserver is at
192.168.1.3, but your mileage may vary. Of
course, if you are running named on the host
that is running Hercules, your point-to-point
peer will be the same as your nameserver.
After answering these questions (do not
forget to put the period in front of your
response) Hercules will attempt to ping
each of the addresses you entered. If you
cannot reach your CTC partner, the tun dri-
ver is not working; if you cannot reach your
nameserver, routing is not working. Fix
these problems before proceeding.

Hercules should have dumped you at a
root prompt and told you “please open a
telnet session to launch the installation
program.” Do so.

RUNNING THE DEBIAN
INSTALLER

Use Telnet to connect to the address of
your Debian/390 image (in this example,
192.168.10.1). Begin by following the
prompts. Attach a disk by pressing Enter,
select 0120, and then choose to format it.
Go get some coffee. When it is done, select
Attach a Disk again, choose 0121, and for-
mat it. Go get one-third as much coffee
(remember, 0121 is only a 3390-1, while
0120 is a 3390-3).

Next, choose the default, Partition a Hard
Disk. Pick 0120. Choose “p” to make sure
that you have a single large partition on the
disk, and then choose “w” to commit the

changes. Choose “Partition a Hard Disk”
again, but this time choose 0121. You want
to change this one to be a swap device.
Thus, choose command “t”, partition ID
“1”, and partition type “2”, which is Linux
swap. Choose “p” to make sure that you
have a single partition of type Linux swap.
Then, choose “w” to commit the changes.
Choose “Initialize and Activate a Swap
Partition” and confirm your choice. Then,
choose “Initialize a Linux Partition,” it
really does not matter whether you pick
ext2 or ext3; I would tend to say you should
go with ext3, but either one is fine. Allow
the system to mount it as the root file system.
Next, install the kernel and driver modules.
You will be doing a network install (this
is why it was crucial to get the routing
right). The download URL should be cor-
rect; if you have a proxy between you and
the Internet, enter its information, and
choose “OK.”

If downloading hangs or fails, either your
routing is incorrect or your nameserver is

not doing its job. Correct either of these
problems before continuing.

Next, choose “Configure Device Driver
Modules.” Minimal configuration is required
at this point, so simply choose “Exit.” Next,
select “Configure the Network.” You will
simply take the defaults. Finally, you are up
to “Install the Base System.” This is a net-
work installation; use the same information
you did for the driver installation. Go get a
lot of coffee. This next step takes a while,
since it is pulling a minimal Debian instal-
lation over the network for you and
unpacking it. Seriously, go back to work,
and check in on the telnet window in a
couple of hours.

CONTINUING TO INSTALL
DEBIAN

Once this stage finishes, choose “Make
System Bootable” and then “Reboot the
System.” “Reboot” actually does a halt
rather than a reboot. Your telnet window
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route add -net 192.168.9.0 netmask 255.255.255.0 gw 192.168.1.4
route add -net 192.168.10.0 netmask 255.255.255.0 gw 192.168.1.4

FIGURE 1: STATIC ROUTES 

cd /usr/local/share/hercules
mkdir debian
cd debian
dasdinit -bz2 debian.120 3390-3
dasdinit -bz2 debian 121 3390-1
mkdir tapes

FIGURE 2: COMMANDS TO CREATE A DIRECTORY FOR THE DEBIAN
INSTALLATION AND POPULATE IT WITH DASD IMAGES 

#
# Configuration file for Hercules ESA/390 emulator running Debian
#

CPUSERIAL 031137 # CPU serial number
CPUMODEL 9662   # CPU model number
MAINSIZE  64     # Main storage size in megabytes
XPNDSIZE  0     # Expanded storage size in megabytes
CNSLPORT  3270 # TCP port number to which consoles connect
NUMCPU    1    # Number of CPUs
IODELAY   800  # Bypass Linux DASD bug
OSTAILOR  LINUX # OS tailoring
PANRATE   FAST  # Panel refresh rate
HTTPPORT  3271  # What port for HTTP interface?
# .———————————-Device number
# |     .————————-Device type
# |     |       .————-File name and parameters
# |     |       |
# V     V       V
#———    ————    ————————————————————
001F    3270
0120    3390    debian.120
0121    3390    debian.121
0400    3088    CTCI /dev/net/tun 1500 192.168.10.1 192.168.9.1 255.255.255.255
0401    3088    CTCI /dev/net/tun 1500 192.168.10.1 192.168.9.1 255.255.255.255
0581    3480    /usr/local/share/hercules/debian/tapes/debian.tdf

FIGURE 3: CONTENTS OF THE /USR/LOCAL/SHARE/HERCULES/DEBIAN/HERCULES.CNF FILE
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will close, and on the Hercules console you
should see the processor halt. If you simply
re-IPL from here, your network devices will
not come up, so quit Hercules entirely and
then re-run your “route add” command (the
routes are dropped when the interface goes
offline as Hercules exits) and restart
Hercules (you could probably also simply
reinitialize the CTC devices, but it is actually
quicker to exit Hercules and restart). Now
comes the moment of truth: IPL 120 to
reboot from DASD. In a minute or so you
should have a login prompt.

Do not bother logging in to Hercules at
the console; simply open another telnet ses-
sion to it. This will kick off a configuration
process, so sit back and wait for a couple of
minutes. You will be presented with some
configuration menus in the telnet session.
First, choose your time zone. Unless you are
planning to put this machine in a NIS
domain, md5 and shadow passwords are a
good thing. Pick a root password and then
create an unprivileged account for yourself.

Next, choose an apt (the Debian package
installer) installation method; since we are
doing a network installation, I recommend
“http.” FTP could also work, but there are
more things that can go wrong, particularly
if you are behind a firewall or using a non-
routable IP address for your Debian guest,
since in that case FTP would have to run in
passive mode. It is up to you whether to run
with non-U.S., non-free, and non-contributed
software. I am in favor of all of the above.
Choose an appropriate mirror (do not worry
— even if you choose a U.S. site as your mir-
ror, the installer will choose some non-U.S.
site for the non-U.S. software), enter any
necessary proxy information, and let ‘er rip.

You can choose to install another apt
source if you wish (you don’t need to),
and you almost certainly do want to get
security updates.

INSTALLING DEBIAN PACKAGES

If all you wanted to do was install Debian
to show it could be done, you are finished.
However, if you are interested in a useful sys-
tem, run tasksel, and pick the system’s role. I
find that turning on the X Window System,
the games collection, all of the server options
except for Usenet and Print Server, and all of
the development except for Fortran gives me
a pretty complete system. After that, you may
or may not want to run dselect to pick addi-
tional packages. My usual approach is to not

do so, and if I execute a command that is not
there, I can install it using apt.

When doing this installation, it stopped
with an error in package cxref. I typed “apt-
get install” in order to get it to complete.

Once you start the installation, you will
be prompted to answer questions depending
on which services you have installed. Upon
doing this, you can go for more coffee, as it
takes a while for the system to retrieve the
selected packages. However, when it com-
pletes, you will have a fully functional
Debian/390 system living on your desktop.

WHAT ELSE CAN HERCULES DO?

Hercules clearly provides an S/390 emu-
lator complete enough to run Linux. The
obvious question is, “Can it run z/OS? How
about z/VM? And VSE?” The answer to all
those questions is a qualified “yes.”

However, here is the qualification:
While Hercules is capable of running
these operating systems, you probably
cannot legally do so. There is an ongoing
debate on the Hercules mailing lists as to
whether Hercules itself is illegal; the argu-
ment goes that Hercules ipso facto
infringes on IBM intellectual property by
implementing functionality on which IBM
holds patents, and therefore it does not
matter what operating system you run on
it: Using or possessing it violates IBM’s
intellectual property rights. IBM has cer-
tainly not taken any action against the
Hercules project, and this would be a short
and boring article if I were to refuse to
install Hercules for that reason. I will
assume for the rest of the article that run-
ning Hercules is not in and of itself illegal,
and that the question of legality revolves
around what you run on Hercules.

RUNNING OLDER IBM SOFTWARE

IBM did not assert any copyright over ver-
sions of MVS up to and including MVS 3.8j,
nor over VM up to and including VM/370r6.
Sam Knutson maintains pointers to turnkey
systems for these and other classic operating
systems. Go to http://www.cbttape.org and
look at the menu on the left-hand edge of the
page: OS/360, MVS 3.8j, VM/370r6, and
OS/VS1 are all linked there. Pick the one you
want to play with, download it, and enjoy.

You may, however, wish to use more
modern IBM software, and here is where
your license restrictions come into play.

RUNNING NEWER IBM
SOFTWARE

Each site’s license is different, of
course, and running licensed software on
Hercules may be allowable under your
testing or disaster recovery clause. Note
that you are explicitly prohibited (assuming
the standard license) from putting the
ADCD distribution on Hercules or indeed
any other machine than the one the ADCD
is tied to. In order to run licensed software
on Hercules, you must include the follow-
ing line in your hercules.cnf file:

PGMPRDOS LICENSED

If you run licensed software, you accept
full responsibility for meeting the terms of
that license.

This all sounds quite daunting. However,
there is one quite common situation in
which it appears that it would be perfectly
legal to use Hercules to run whatever IBM
operating systems you already have
licensed. If you already have a z/VM
license, and you install Linux/390 under
z/VM, and install Hercules under
Linux/390, then you should be able to run
z/VM inside that instance of Hercules, and
it is still running on the processor to which
it was licensed. If you are already licensed
to run z/OS under z/VM on that processor,
putting it under a layer of Hercules should
not make any difference; you are certainly
allowed to run a second-level copy of
z/VM, and-at least in the license agree-
ment for Sine Nomine’s H70-there is no
implication that all intermediate virtual
machines must be IBM-blessed. (I rather
suspect that this is not by design, but sim-
ply a situation that never occurred to the
people writing license agreements.)
Disclaimer: I am not a lawyer; this is what
the license agreement in force on our H70
seems to me to say, and your situation may
be different. Make sure that you meet the
terms of your license if you choose to run
licensed program products on your
Hercules system.

Of course, there is little incentive to
actually do so unless you are a Hercules
developer and your goal is to improve the
accuracy of Hercules’s emulation by track-
ing down differences in behavior between
z/VM in Basic mode, LPAR mode, or in a
guest machine, and z/VM on Hercules.
While z/VM runs guest operating systems
with overhead on the order of 5 percent,
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running anything on Hercules slows you
down by about two orders of magnitude, as
each and every instruction has to be emulated,
and the emulator is written in highly-
portable C rather than anything that
attempts to be particularly efficient on a
given architecture.

Nevertheless, if you want to go this
route, it is certainly possible, and it will
definitely impress everyone at your site.
Simply to give you fair warning, be
advised that the awe and admiration you
attract may come in the form of a phone
call, expressing a sentiment such as,
“Hey, jerk, your machine has been con-
suming 100 percent CPU for hours! What
the blazes do you think you’re doing?
Why?” Do not do this on a heavily-loaded
machine, or on one that does not guarantee
appropriate CPU shares to its more
important guests.

RUNNING HERCULES UNDER
LINUX/390 UNDER Z/VM

There are two minor changes you must
make to Hercules 2.16.5 (current as of this
writing), although they will probably be
rolled into Hercules 2.17, in order to make it
function correctly on the S/390. If you intend
to use the network in Hercules, you need to

modify ctcadapt.c in the Hercules source.
There are two changes that need to be made
— one affects only the Linux/390 port, and
the other applies to all architectures. The
390-specific change is to remove the refer-
ence to S/390 by deleting lines 729 and 1394:
The code checks to see whether it is being
built for Linux on S/390 and turns off the
tun/tap interface for CTC if it is. Since Linux
2.4 on the S/390 has a perfectly good tun
driver, this is silly. The generic architecture
change is to add two lines after line 1886:

seg->unused[0] = 0x00;
seg->unused[1] = 0x00;

This initializes a portion of the CTC
buffer to zeroes; otherwise, the CTC
adapter will not respond appropriately to
queries, and networking will get confused
(apparently, the x86 build does this ini-
tialization automatically, but GCC for
Linux/390 requires the storage to be
explicitly cleared). Once this is done, the
Debian installation is identical.

RUNNING Z/VM UNDER
HERCULES UNDER LINUX/390
UNDER Z/VM

If you wish to run a third-level z/VM sys-
tem (under Hercules under Linux/390 under

z/VM), you will first have to get the files on
the installation tapes into Linux/390 and
tweak the TDF files to correctly represent
them. Having done that, you must to come to
grips with the fact that Hercules does not
know about 3422 tape devices, and z/VM
does not want to install from 3480-style
devices, which Hercules does support. You
will either need to teach Hercules about 3422s
or tweak the VM install scripts to install from
3480s. The second alternative is easier.

Running Hercules under Linux/390 under
z/VM under Hercules under Linux/390
under z/VM. Knock yourself out.

CONCLUSION

This month, Pfennig showed you how to
install Hercules and then set up a network
installation of the Debian Linux distribution
on it. He also provided pointers to resources
allowing you to run other operating systems
on Hercules. Next month, Penny returns
with an article on configuring mail services
under Linux. Pfennig thanks you for your
attention, and threatens to return in the
future with an article on “Stupid Emulation
Tricks, or How To Run NT (Really Slowly)
on Your S/390.”

Adam Thornton was first exposed to the
S/390 as David Boyes’ junior systems program-
mer at Rice University in the early 1990s.
Since then, he has spent nearly a decade in
the penguin’s clutches, having used Linux
since version 0.09. Subsequent to graduate
studies at Princeton, he volunteered as system
administrator for penguinvm.princeton.edu,
Princeton University’s Linux/390 virtual
machine. He is a founder and principal engi-
neer of Sine Nomine Associates. Adam can be
contacted via email at adam@sinenomine.net.
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cp parmfile.debian parmfile.tmp
dd if=parmfile.tmp of=parmfile.debian bs=1k conv=sync
rm parmfile.tmp

:

FIGURE 4: REBLOCKING THE PARAMETER FILE FOR TAPE IPL

@TDF
tapes/kernel.debian fixed recsize 1024
TM
tapes/parmfile.debian fixed recsize 1024
TM
tapes/initrd.debian fixed recsize 1024
TM
EOT

FIGURE 5: THE DESCRIPTION FILE FOR EMULATED IPL TAPE


